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UNIT-I ENGINEERING MATERIALS 

INTRODUCTION 

Materials are made up of matter. Materials are anything that have weight and occupy some space. 

An ever increasing variety of materials is available, each having its own characteristics, 

applications, advantages, and limitations.  The field of engineering is concerned with the optimum 

use of materials. The engineers are required to select the most suitable materials for their job. In 

Order to make the Optimum selection of material, engineers should have the fundamental 

principles which controls the properties of materials.  

 

 

PROPERTIES OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS  

There are many thousands of different engineering materials available today. But they can be 

placed into one or other of the following categories:  

l. Metals,  

2. Polymers,  

3. Ceramics and inorganic glasses, and  

4. Composites.  

 All materials exhibit many different properties and qualities. The properties of material provide a 

basic for predicting its behavior under various conditions. An engineer must have wide knowledge 

of materials and their properties so that he may select a suitable material for his product.  

There are thousands and thousands of materials available and it is very difficult for an engineer to 

possess a detailed knowledge of all the materials. However, a good grasp of the fundamental 

principles which control the properties of various materials help one to make the optimum 

selection of material. In this respect, materials science and engineering draw heavily from the 

engineering branches, e.g. metallurgy ceramics and polymer science. 
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The subject of material science is very vast and unlimited. Broadly speaking, one can sub-divide 

the field 

of study into following four branches: (i) Science of metals, (ii) Mechanical behaviour of metals 

(iii) Engineering metallurgy and (iv) Engineering materials. We shall discuss 

 

(a) Mechanical Properties The important mechanical properties affecting the selection of a material 

are: 

(i) Tensile Strength: This enables the material to resist the application of a tensile force. To 

withstand the tensile force, the internal structure of the material provides the internal resistance. 

(ii) Hardness: It is the degree of resistance to indentation or scratching, abrasion and wear. 

Alloying techniques and heat treatment help to achieve the same. 

(iii) Ductility: This is the property of a metal by virtue of which it can be drawn into wires or 

elongated before rupture takes place. It depends upon the grain size of the metal crystals. 

(iv)Impact Strength: It is the energy required per unit cross-sectional area to fracture a specimen, 

i.e., it is a measure of the response of a material to shock loading. 

(v) Wear Resistance: The ability of a material to resist friction wear under particular conditions, 

i.e. to maintain its physical dimensions when in sliding or rolling contact with a second member. 

(vi) Corrosion Resistance: Those metals and alloys which can withstand the corrosive action of 

a medium, i.e. corrosion processes proceed in them at a relatively low rate are termed corrosion-

resistant. 

(vii) Density: This is an important factor of a material where weight and thus the mass is critical, 

i.e. aircraft components. 

(b) Thermal Properties The characteristics of a material, which are functions of the temperature, 

are termed its thermal properties. One can predict the performance of machine components during 

normal operation, if he has the knowledge of thermal properties. Specific heat, latent heat, thermal 

conductivity, thermal expansion, thermal stresses, thermal fatigue, etc. are few important thermal 

properties of materials. These properties play a vital role in selection of material for engineering 

applications, e.g. when materials are considered for high temperature service 

' 

The factors which form the basis of various systems of classifications of materials in material 

science and 

engineering are: (i) the chemical composition of the material, (ii) the mode of the occurrence of 

the material in the nature, (iii) the refining and the manufacturing process to which the material is 

subjected prior it acquires the required properties, (iv) the atomic and crystalline structure of 

material and (v) the industrial and technical use of the material. Common engineering materials 

that falls within the scope of material science and engineering may be 

 

Classified into one of the following six groups: 

(i) Metals (ferrous and non-ferrous) and alloys 

(ii) Ceramics 

(iii) Organic Polymers 

(iv) Composites 

(v) Semi-conductors 

(vi) Biomaterials 

(vii) Advanced Materials 
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(i) Metals: All the elements are broadly divided into metals and non-metals according to their 

properties. 

 

Metals are element substances which readily give up electrons to form metallic bonds and conduct 

Electricity. Some of the important basic properties of metals are: (a) metals are usually good 

electrical and Thermal conductors, (b) at ordinary temperature metals are usually solid, (c) to some 

extent metals are Malleable and ductile, (d) the freshly cut surfaces of metals are lustrous, (e) when 

struck metal produce Typical sound, and (f) most of the metals form alloys.  

 

When two or more pure metals are melted together to form a new metal whose properties are quite 

different from those of original metals, it is called an alloy. 

 

Pure Metals: Generally it is very difficult to obtain pure metal. Usually, they are obtained by 

refining The ore. Mostly, pure metals are not of any use to the engineers. However, by specialized 

and very expensive 

Techniques, one can obtain pure metals (purity ~ 99.99%), e.g. aluminium, copper etc. 

 

(ii) Alloyed Metals: Alloys can be formed by blending two or more metals or atleast one being 

metal. The Properties of an alloy can be totally different from its constituent substances, e.g. 18-8 

stainless steel, which Contains 18%, chromium and 8% nickle, in low carbon steel, carbon is less 

than 0.15% and this is extremely Tough, exceedingly ductile and highly resistant to corrosion. We 

must note that these properties are quite Different from the behaviour of original carbon steel. 

 

(iii) Ferrous Metals: Iron is the principal constituent of these ferrous metals. Ferrous alloys 

contain significant amount of non-ferrous metals. Ferrous alloys are extremely important for 

engineering purposes. On the basis of the percentage of carbon and their alloying elements present, 

these can be classified into following groups: 

 

(a) Mild Steels: The percentage of carbon in these materials range from 0.15% to 0.25%. These 

are moderately strong and have good weldability. The production cost of these materials is also 

low. 

 

(b) Medium Carbon Steels: These contains carbon between 0.3% to 0.6%. The strength of these 

materials is high but their weldability is comparatively less. 

 

(c) High Carbon Steels: These contains carbon varying from 0.65% to 1.5%. These materials get 

hard and tough by heat treatment and their weldability is poor. 

The steel formed in which carbon content is upto 1.5%, silica upto 0.5%, and manganese upto 

1.5% alongwith traces of other elements is called plain carbon steel. 

(d) Cast Irons: The carbon content in these substances vary between 2% to 4%. The cost of 

production of these substances is quite low and these are used as ferrous casting alloys. 
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Cast iron  

Cast iron is a group of iron-carbon alloys with a carbon content greater than 2%. Its usefulness 

derives from its relatively low melting temperature. The alloy constituents affect its colour when 

fractured: white cast iron has carbide impurities which allow cracks to pass straight through, grey 

cast iron has graphite flakes which deflect a passing crack and initiate countless new cracks as the 

material breaks, and ductile cast iron has spherical graphite "nodules" which stop the crack from 

further progressing. 

 

Grey cast iron 

Grey cast iron is characterized by its graphitic microstructure, which causes fractures of the 

material to have a grey appearance. It is the most commonly used cast iron and the most widely 

used cast material based on weight. Most cast irons have a chemical composition of 2.5–4.0% 

carbon, 1–3% silicon, and the remainder iron. Grey cast iron has less tensile strength and shock 

resistance than steel, but its compressive strength is comparable to low- and medium-carbon steel. 

 

White cast iron 

White cast iron displays white fractured surfaces due to the presence of an iron carbide precipitate 

called cementite. With a lower silicon content (graphitizing agent) and faster cooling rate, the 

carbon in white cast iron precipitates out of the melt as the metastable phase cementite, Fe3C, 

rather than graphite.  

 

The cementite which precipitates from the melt forms as relatively large particles. As the iron 

carbide precipitates out, it withdraws carbon from the original melt, moving the mixture toward 

one that is closer to eutectic, and the remaining phase is the lower iron-carbon austenite (which on 

cooling might transform to martensite).  

These eutectic carbides are much too large to provide the benefit of what is called precipitation 

hardening (as in some steels, where much smaller cementite precipitates might inhibit plastic 

deformation by impeding the movement of dislocations through the pure iron ferrite matrix). 

Rather, they increase the bulk hardness of the cast iron simply by virtue of their own very high 

hardness and their substantial volume fraction, such that the bulk hardness can be approximated 

by a rule of mixtures.  

 

Malleable cast iron 

Malleable iron starts as a white iron casting that is then heat treated for a day or two at about 

950 °C (1,740 °F) and then cooled over a day or two. As a result, the carbon in iron carbide 

transforms into graphite and ferrite plus carbon (austenite). 

 The slow process allows the surface tension to form the graphite into spheroidal particles rather 

than flakes. Due to their lower aspect ratio, the spheroids are relatively short and far from one 

another, and have a lower cross section vis-a-vis a propagating crack or phonon. They also have 

blunt boundaries, as opposed to flakes, which alleviates the stress concentration problems found 

in grey cast iron. In general, the properties of malleable cast iron are more like those of mild steel. 

There is a limit to how large a part can be cast in malleable iron, as it is made from white cast iron. 
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Ductile cast iron 

Nodular or ductile cast iron has its graphite in the form of very tiny nodules with the graphite in 

the form of concentric layers forming the nodules. As a result, the properties of ductile cast iron 

are that of a spongy steel without the stress concentration effects that flakes of graphite would 

produce.  

The carbon percentage present is 3-4% and percentage of silicon is 1.8-2.8%.Tiny amounts of 0.02 

to 0.1% magnesium, and only 0.02 to 0.04% cerium added to these alloys slow the growth of 

graphite precipitates by bonding to the edges of the graphite planes. Along with careful control of 

other elements and timing, this allows the carbon to separate as spheroidal particles as the material 

solidifies. The properties are similar to malleable iron, but parts can be cast with larger sections. 

 

Alloy steel  

Alloy steel is steel that is alloyed with a variety of elements in total amounts between 1.0% and 

50% by weight to improve its mechanical properties. Alloy steels are broken down into two 

groups: low alloy steels and high alloy steels. The difference between the two is disputed. 

Strictly speaking, every steel is an alloy, but not all steels are called "alloy steels". The simplest 

steels are iron (Fe) alloyed with carbon (C) (about 0.1% to 1%, depending on type). However, the 

term "alloy steel" is the standard term referring to steels with other alloying elements added 

deliberately in addition to the carbon. Common alloyants include manganese (the most common 

one), nickel, chromium, molybdenum, vanadium, silicon, and boron. Less common alloyants 

include aluminium, cobalt, copper, cerium, niobium, titanium, tungsten, tin, zinc, lead, 

and zirconium. 

 

Stainless steel 

Stainless steels are most notable for their corrosion resistance, which increases with increasing 

chromium content. Additions of molybdenum increases corrosion resistance in reducing acids and 

against pitting attack in chloride solutions. Thus, there are numerous grades of stainless steel with 

varying chromium and molybdenum contents to suit the environment the alloy must endure. 

Resistance to corrosion and staining, low maintenance, and familiar luster make stainless steel an 

ideal material for many applications where both the strength of steel and corrosion resistance are 

required. 

Stainless steel is rolled into sheets, plates, bars, wire, and tubing to be used 

in: cookware, cutlery, surgical instruments, major appliances; construction material in large 

buildings, such as the Chrysler Building; industrial equipment (for example, in paper 

mills, chemical plants, water treatment); and storage tanks and tankers for chemicals and food 

products (for example, chemical tankers and road tankers). Corrosion resistance, the ease with 

which it can be steam cleaned and sterilized, and lack of need for surface coatings has also 

influenced the use of stainless steel in commercial kitchens and food processing plants. 

 

Tool steel 

Tool steel refers to a variety of carbon and alloy steels that are particularly well-suited to be made 

into tools. Their suitability comes from their distinctive hardness, resistance to abrasion and 

deformation, and their ability to hold a cutting edge at elevated temperatures. As a result, tool 

steels are suited for use in the shaping of other materials. With a carbon content between 0.5% and 

1.5%, tool steels are manufactured under carefully controlled conditions to produce the required 

quality. The presence of carbides in their matrix plays the dominant role in the qualities of tool 

steel.  
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UNIT II – MACHINING 

 

Basic Principle of Lathe- 

The lathe is a machine tool which holds the workpiece between two rigid and strong supports 

called centers or in a chuck or face plate which revolves. The cutting tool is rigidly held and 

supported in a tool post which is fed against the revolving work. The normal cutting operations 

are performed with the cutting tool fed either parallel or at right angles to the axis of the work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

1.Bed: The bed is a heavy, rugged casting in which are mounted the working parts of the lathe. It 

carries the headstock and tail stock for supporting the workpiece and provides a base for the 

movement of carriage assembly which carries the tool. 

2. Legs: The legs carry the entire load of machine and are firmly secured to floor by foundation 

bolts. 

3. Headstock: The headstock is clamped on the left hand side of the bed and it serves as housing 

for the driving pulleys, back gears, headstock spindle, live centre and the feed reverse gear. The 
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headstock spindle is a hollow cylindrical shaft that provides a drive from the motor to work holding 

devices. 

4. Gear Box: The quick-change gear-box is placed below the headstock and contains a number of 

different sized gears. 

5. Carriage: The carriage is located between the headstock and tailstock and serves the purpose 

of supporting, guiding and feeding the tool against the job during operation. The main parts of 

carriage are: 

a). The saddle is an H-shaped casting mounted on the top of lathe ways. It provides support to 

cross-slide, compound rest and tool post. 

b). The cross slide is mounted on the top of saddle, and it provides a mounted or automatic cross 

movement for the cutting tool. 

c). The compound rest is fitted on the top of cross slide and is used to support the tool post and 

the cutting tool. 

d). The tool post is mounted on the compound rest, and it rigidly clamps the cutting tool or tool 

holder at the proper height relative to the work centre line. 

e). The apron is fastened to the saddle and it houses the gears, clutches and levers required to 

move the carriage or cross slide. The engagement of split nut lever and the automatic feed lever at 

the same time is prevented she carriage along the lathe bed. 

6. Tailstock: The tailstock is a movable casting located opposite the headstock on the ways of the 

bed. The tailstock can slide along the bed to accommodate different lengths of workpiece between 

the centers. A tailstock clamp is provided to lock the tailstock at any desired position. The tailstock 

spindle has an internal taper to hold the dead centre and the tapered shank tools such as reamers 

and drills. 

LATHE OPERATIONS 

The engine lathe is an accurate and versatile machine on which many operations can be performed. 

These operations are: 

1. Plain Turning and Step Turning 

2. Facing 

3. Parting 

4. Drilling 

5. Reaming 

6. Boring 

7. Knurling 

8. Grooving 

9. Threading 

10. Forming 

11. Chamfering 

12. Filling and Polishing 

13. Taper Turning 
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Facing-Facing is the operation of machining the ends of a piece of work to produce flat surface 

square with the axis. The operation involves feeding the tool perpendicular to the axis of rotation 

of the work. 

                                

Turning-Turning in a lathe is to remove excess material from the workpiece to produce a 

cylindrical surface of required shape and size. 

Straight turning-The work is turned straight when it is made to rotate about the lathe axis and the 

tool is fed parallel to the lathe axis. The straight turning produces a cylindrical surface by removing 

excess metal from the workpieces. 

         

 

Step turning-Step turning is the process of turning different surfaces having different diameters. 

The work is held between centres and the tool is moved parallel to the axis of the lathe. It is also 

called shoulder turning. 

Chamfering-Chamfering is the operation of bevelling the extreme end of the workpiece. The form 

tool used for taper turning may be used for this purpose. Chamfering is an essential operation after 

thread cutting so that the nut may pass freely on the threaded workpiece. 
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Grooving- Grooving is the process of cutting a narrow goove on the cylindrical surface of the workpiece. 

It is often done at end of a thread or adjacent to a shoulder to leave a small margin. The groove may be 

square, radial or bevelled in shape. 

 

 
 

Shaper- 

A shaper is a type of machine tool that uses linear relative motion between the workpiece and 

a single-point cutting tool to machine a linear toolpath. Its cut is analogous to that of a lathe, except 

that it is (archetypally) linear instead of helical. 

A wood shaper is a similar woodworking tool, typically with a powered rotating cutting head and 

manually fed workpiece, usually known simply as a shaper in North America and spindle 

moulder in the UK. 

A metalworking shaper is somewhat analogous to a metalworking planer, with the cutter riding a 

ram that moves relative to a stationary workpiece, rather than the workpiece moving beneath the 

cutter. The ram is typically actuated by a mechanical crank inside the column, 

though hydraulically actuated shapers are increasingly used. Adding axes of motion to a shaper 

can yield helical toolpaths, as also done in helical planing. 

 

Working Principle of Shaper 

A single point cutting tool is rigidly held in the tool holder, which is mounted on the ram. The 

work piece is rigidly held in a vice or clamped directly on the table.  

The table may be supported at the outer end. The ram reciprocates and thus cutting tool held in 

tool holder moves forwards and backwards over the work piece. In a standard shaper, cutting of 

material takes place during the forward stroke of the ram the backward stroke remains idle.  

This is obtained by "Quick Return Mechanism". The depth of the cut is adjusted by moving the 

tool downwards towards the workpiece. The feed motion is given to the workpiece and follows 

the "Pawl and Ratchet mechanism" 
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The following are the different shaper machine operations: 

1. Machining horizontal surface 

2. Vertical surfaces 

3. Angular surfaces 

4. Irregular surfaces 

5. Cutting slots, grooves and keyways 

6. Machining splines or cutting gears. 

Machining Horizontal Surfaces 

It is the most common shaper machine operations. In this, the work is fed in a horizontal direction 

under the reciprocating tool and the surface produced is horizontal and flat. 

The work is either held in a vice or clamped directly on the machine table, depending upon its size. 

The tool is held in a proper tool holder. It is set at a proper inclination and at the correct height 

above the work, as described later in this article. The depth of cut adjusted and the machine get 

starts. 
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Crossfeed to the table is given initially by hand until the cut starts. After that power feed can be 

employed. After the cut is finished, the machine is stopped and the work inspected. If more 

material is to be removed, the procedure is repeated until the desired surface is obtained. 

A special precaution is required in setting the tool for horizontal cutting. The tool should be held 

vertically in such a way that its cutting edge points in a direction slightly away from the work, as 

moves, due to the cutting pressure, it will move away from the work instead of digging into it. 

Another precaution to be taken in tool set is that its cutting edge should not be projected much 

below the tool holder. The vertical slide of the tool head should not be made to overhang too far 

below the ram. If otherwise, the tool will be weakened and subjected to under strain. Also, a lot of 

chatter will result. 

Machining Vertical Surfaces 

A vertical cut is made while machining the end of a workpiece, squaring up a block or cutting a 

shoulder. The work is attached in the vice or directly on the table and the surface to be machined 

is carefully aligned with the axis of the ram. 
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A side cutting tool is set on the tool post and the position and length of stroke are adjusted. The 

vertical slide is set accurately at zero position. 

This is necessary to enable the tool to move upwards and away from the work during 

the return stroke. This prevents the side of the tool from dragging on the planed vertical surface 

during the return stroke. The down–feed is given by rotating the down feed screw by hand. The 

feed is about 0.25mm given at the end of each return stroke. Both roughing and finishing cuts are 

done to complete the job 

Machining Angular Surface 

In this shaper machine operation, an angular cut is done at any angle other than a right angle to the 

horizontal or to the vertical plane. The work is set on the table and the vertical slide of the tooth 

head is swivelled to the required angle either towards the left or towards right from the vertical 

position. 

The apron is then further swivelled away from the work so that the tool will clear the work during 

the return stroke. The down feed is given by rotating the down feed screw. The angular surface 

can also be machined in a universal shaper or by using a universal vice without swivelling the tool 

head. 

Machining Irregular Surfaces 

                                   

A shaper can also produce a contoured surface, i.e. a convex or concave surface or a combination 

of any of the above surfaces. To manufacture a small contoured surface a forming tool is used. 

If the curve is large, power cross feed in conjunction with manual down feed is so adjusted that 

the wool will trace the required contour. If the contour (workpiece shape) has too many ups and 

downs both the feeds are operated by hand. 

For machining irregular surfaces a round nose tool is used. For a shallow cut the apron may be set 

vertical but if the curve is quite sharp, the apron in swivelled towards the right or left away from 

the surface to be cut. The figure shows the machining of a concave surface using a round nose tool. 
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Cutting Slots and Keyways 

                        

With suitable tools, a shaper can very conveniently machine slots or grooves on work or cut 

external keyways on shafts and internal keyways on pulleys or gears. For cutting slots or keyways 

on shafts and internal keyways on pulleys or gears. For cutting keyways or slots a square nose tool 

similar to a parting tool is used. 

External keyways are made on a shaft by first drilling a hole at the blind end of the keyway. The 

diameter of the hole should be 0.5 to 0.8mm oversize than the width of the keyway and the depth 

should be about 1.5mm larger than the depth of the keyway. 

                          

 

This is important to leave clearance on the tool at the end of the stroke. The length and position of 

stroke are carefully adjusted so that the stroke will terminate exactly at the clearance hole. The 

speed is reduced while cutting keyways. 
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Internal keyways are cut by holding the tool on a special tool holder so that the tool post will not 

hit against the work at the end of the stroke. The clapper block is locked in the clapper box to 

prevent the tool from lifting during the return stroke. Lubrication is necessary on the work to 

prevent the cutting edge of the tool form wear due to dragging. 

Planer 

A planer is a type of metalworking machine tool that uses linear relative motion between the work 

piece and a single-point cutting tool to cut the work piece.[1] A planer is similar to a shaper, but 

larger, and with work piece moving, whereas in a shaper the cutting tool moves. 

Working principle of Planer Machine 

In a Planer Machine the job is fixed rigidly on the machine table. A single point cutting tool held 

properly in the tool post is mounted on the reciprocating ram. 

The reciprocating motion of the ram is obtained by a quick return motion mechanism. 

As the ram reciprocates, the tool cuts the material during its forward stroke. 

In return stroke, there is no cutting action and this stroke is called the idle stroke. 

 

Applications of Planer machine 

 

Below are some most common applications of planer machine. 

 Cutting slots and grooves 

 Generating accurate flat and curved surfaces 

 Cutting at an angle and machining dovetails 

 

Types of Planer Machines 

 

Below are some common types of planer machines. 

1. Divided table planer 

2. Edge or plate planer 

3. Pit planer 

4. Open side planer 

5. Standard or Double housing planer 

 

What is the difference between shaper and planer? 
 

In a planer, workpiece reciprocates over the stationary cutting tool. Whereas in a shaper, the cutting 

tool reciprocates. 
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A planner machine is consist of the following Parts: 

 Bed 

 Column 

 Overarm supports 

 Table 

 Cross rail 

 Work hold table 

 Tool head 

 Vertical tool head 

 Feed gearbox 

 Table drive 

 

Bed: 

Bed is a rigid part of the machine on which all the parts are carried. This is very large in size and 

heavyweight. 

 

Column / Housing: 

The housings is called columns and It is also called uprights and are rigid box-like vertical 

structures placed on each side of the bed and fastened to it. Here pulley and gear are also attached. 

Table: 

It supports the work and reciprocates along with the ways of the bed. The table is made up of high 

quality cast iron. Here the table upper surface parts are very fine and accurate because here we fix 

the workpiece for the planner operation. 

Cross rail: 

In cross rail, tool holders are attached where we can fix the tool for operation. It connects between 

two housing and also provides supports to the housing. 
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Tool Head: 

Here the tools (Single Point cutting tool) are fixed. 

Planer Machine Operation: 

 The operation performs here to remove the material as we do in the shaper machine, but the main 

thing is in the shaper machine there is only having one cut section and whereas in the Planner 

machine having multiple cutting sections which provide a greater surface finish and fast work to 

obtain a flat surface result. 

There are two operations we perform here 

1. Vertical flat and 

2. Horizontal Flat surface planning operation. 

 

Vertical Flat Operation: 

 When we perform vertical flat operation on the planner machine, a workpiece is planned by 

adjusting the saddle horizontally along the cross rail until the tool is in a position to give the 

required depth of cut. The vertical slide is adjusted perpendicular to the planer table and the apron 

is swiveled in a direction so that the tool will swing clear out of the machined surface during the 

return stroke. 

 

Horizontal flat Operation: 
 When we perform horizontal flat operation on the planner, the workpiece is given reciprocating 

movement along with the table and the tool is fed crosswise to perform operation. 

 

Application of Planner Machine: 
Following are the advantages of Planner Machine: 

 Using this machine for generating a good flat surface. 

 A planer machine can remove a good amount of material from the workpiece at a time with good 

accuracy because here the multiple tools are fitted. 

 More number of cutting slots. 

 It is also used for Cutting at an angle 

 

Milling- 

Milling is a process performed with a machine in which the cutters rotate to remove the material 

from the work piece present in the direction of the angle with the tool axis. With the help of the 

milling machines one can perform many operations and functions starting from small objects to 

large ones. 

Milling machining is one of the very common manufacturing processes used in machinery shops 

and industries to manufacture high precision products and parts in different shapes and sizes. 

Milling Machine 

The milling machines are also known as the multi-tasking machines (MTMs) which are multi-

purpose machines capable of milling and turning the materials as well. The milling machine has 

got the cutter installed up on it which helps in removing the material from the surface of the work 

piece. When the material gets cooled down then it is removed from the milling machine.   
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Milling Process 

The milling machine involves the following processes or phases of cutting: 

Milling Cutters 

There are a lot of cutting tools used in the milling process. The milling cutters named end mills 

have special cutting surfaces on their end surfaces so that they can be placed onto the work piece 

by drilling. These also have extended cutting surfaces on each side for the purpose of peripheral 

milling. The milling cutters have small cutters at the end corners. The cutters are made from highly 

resistant materials that are durable and produce less friction. 

Surface Finish 

Any material put through the cutting area of the milling machine gets regular intervals. The side 

cutters have got regular ridges on them. The distance between the ridges depends on the feed rate, 

the diameter of the cutter and the quantity of cutting surfaces. These can be the significant 

variations in the height of the surfaces. 

Gang Milling 

This means that more than two milling cutters are involved in a setup like the horizontal milling. 

All the cutters perform a uniform operation or it may also be possible that the cutter may perform 

distinct operations. This is an important operation for producing duplicate parts. 

Types of Milling Machines 

The two main configurations of the milling machining operations are the types of milling 

machines. These are the vertical mill and the horizontal mill. They are further discussed below: 
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Vertical Milling Machines 

The vertical mill has a vertically arranged spindle axis and rotate by staying at the same axis. The 

spindle can also be extended and performing functions such as drilling and cutting. Vertical mill 

has got two further categories as well: turret mill and bed mill. 

The turret mill has got a table that moves perpendicularly and parallel to the spindle axis in order 

to cut the material. The spindle is, however, stationary. Two cutting methods can be performed 

with this by moving the knee and by lowering or raising the quill. 

The other is the bed mill in which the table moves perpendicular to the axis of the spindle and the 

spindle moves parallel to its axis. 

Horizontal Milling Machines 

The horizontal mill is also the similar cutter but their cutters are placed on a horizontal arbor. A 

lot of horizontal mills have got rotary tables that help in milling in various angles. These tables are 

called the universal tables. Apart from this all the tools that are used in a vertical mill can also be 

used in the horizontal mill. 

 

Milling machine operation: 

As we know that milling can perform various operations to convert the work piece into desire 

shape. It is a very useful machine and mostly used in die making industries. The most popular 

operation done on milling machine is described below. 

 

Plain milling: 

As the name implies, this operation used to get place surface. In this milling, the cutting tool axis 

is parallel to the machining surface or the face of the machining surface. This operation is very 

common and done on almost all jobs. This can be carried out on every milling machine. 

 

        
 

 

Gang milling: 

As the name is gang, in this milling operation more than one milling cutters are used to machining. 

It is a horizontal milling operation, more than one cutter with different shape and sizes are fixed at 

the arbor, which cut the desire shape in one pass. This milling operation can save most of time of 

milling. 
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Straddle milling: 

In this operation, two or more parallel vertical surface machined in a single pass. In this milling 

the work piece is situated between the two cutters which can machined the surface vertically. The 

cutter are fixed on the same arbor and cut the metal in one pass. 

                                  
Slotting: 

In this operation slots are cut by a cutter on the work piece. The slots are in various shapes like 

circular, rectangular etc. and sizes according to the requirement. 
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Angular milling: 

 In this operation, surfaces which are at an angle to the axis of the cutter, is machined by the rotary 

cutter. 

Milling machine can perform all other common operations like turning, facing, fillet making, 

chamfering, drilling, gear cutting, planning, slot cutting etc. These are all main milling machine 

operation.  

 

Grinding machine- 

A grinding machine, often shortened to grinder, is one of power tools or machine tools used 

for grinding, it is a type of machining using an abrasive wheel as the cutting tool. Each grain of 

abrasive on the wheel's surface cuts a small chip from the workpiece via shear deformation. 

Grinding is used to finish workpieces that must show high surface quality (e.g., low surface 

roughness) and high accuracy of shape and dimension. As the accuracy in dimensions in grinding 

is of the order of 0.000025 mm, in most applications it tends to be a finishing operation and 

removes comparatively little metal, about 0.25 to 0.50 mm depth. However, there are some 

roughing applications in which grinding removes high volumes of metal quite rapidly. Thus, 

grinding is a diverse field. 

 

                   

 

Types 

These machines include the: 

 Belt grinder, which is usually used as a machining method to process metals and other 

materials, with the aid of coated abrasives. Analogous to a belt sander (which itself is often 

used for wood but sometimes metal). Belt grinding is a versatile process suitable for all kind 

of applications, including finishing, deburring, and stock removal. 

 Bench grinder, which usually has two wheels of different grain sizes for roughing and finishing 

operations and is secured to a workbench or floor stand. Its uses include shaping tool bits or 

various tools that need to be made or repaired. Bench grinders are manually operated. 

 Cylindrical grinder, which includes both the types that use centers and the center less types. A 

cylindrical grinder may have multiple grinding wheels. The work piece is rotated and fed past 

the wheel(s) to form a cylinder. It is used to make precision rods, tubes, bearing races, 

bushings, and many other parts. 

 Surface grinder, which has a head that is lowered to a work piece, which is moved back and 

forth under the grinding wheel on a table that typically has a controllable permanent magnet 

(magnetic chuck) for use with magnetic stock (especially ferrous stock) but can have a vacuum 

chuck or other fixture means. The most common surface grinders have a grinding wheel 

rotating on a horizontal axis cutting around the circumference of the grinding wheel. Rotary 
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surface grinders, commonly known as "Blanchard" style grinders, have a grinding head which 

rotates the grinding wheel on a vertical axis cutting on the end face of the grinding wheel, 

while a table rotates the work piece in the opposite direction underneath. This type of machine 

removes large amounts of material and grinds flat surfaces with noted spiral grind marks. It 

can also be used to make and sharpen metal stamping die sets, flat shear blades, fixture bases 

or any flat and parallel surfaces. Surface grinders can be manually operated or have CNC 

controls. 

 Tool and cutter grinder, which usually can perform the minor function of the drill bit grinder, 

or other specialist toolroom grinding operations. 

 Jig grinder, which as the name implies, has a variety of uses when finishing jigs, dies, 

and fixtures. Its primary function is in the realm of grinding holes for drill bushings and 

grinding pins. It can also be used for complex surface grinding to finish work started on a mill. 

 Gear grinder, which is usually employed as the final machining process when manufacturing 

a high-precision gear. The primary function of these machines is to remove the remaining few 

thousandths of an inch of material left by other manufacturing methods (such as gashing or 

hobbing 

 

UNIT III – WELDING 

 

Principally welding processes can be broadly classified into two groups 

 Fusion Welding & Solid state welding. 

If joining surfaces of parent materials along with filler material melt down to form weld bead, it is 

termed as fusion welding. 

     

On the other hand, if no melting takes place during welding, then it is termed as solid state 

welding. However, in solid state welding, parent parts may be heated to an elevated temperature 

(but below its melting point). 

The first one is ( Fusion Welding ) Liquid state welding process in which, base metals are heated 

until its melting temperature and metal to metal joining form due to solidification of melted work 

pieces together. 

Basic principle of Solid state welding processes that produces coalescence at temperatures 

essentially below the melting point of the base materials being joined.The weld formation take 

place due to inter molecular diffusion process in which, the interface molecules of work pieces 

flows from high concentration region to low concentration region due to applied pressure. 
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Welding is the process that involves joining two pieces of metal together by applying heat. The 

process of welding can be performed in different ways. Some of the most popular types of welding 

are: 

 Shielded Metal Arc Welding 

 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 

 Gas Metal Arc Welding 

 Flux Coded Arc Welding 

 

1. Shielded Metal Arc Welding is the process that makes use of an electrode for carrying the 

current and providing the major amount of weld metal that forms the weld pool. This type of 

welding which is also popularly referred to as stick welding makes use of a core wire which is 

coated with flux. When the arc is created, the temperature reaches an approximate value of 6500 

degree Fahrenheit. The heat melts the electrode as well as the base metal. The welding procedure 

makes use of low-cost equipment that works well even on dirty and rusty metal. 

2. Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 

This type of welding employs the use of a tungsten electrode that does not get consumed in the 

welding process. The electrode heats the base metal in order to create a weld pool. The process 

can also at times use an external filler rod to create the weld bead. 

3. Gas Metal Arc Welding 

The process of welding makes use of a solid wire electrode that is continuously fed. The welding 

process is very often performed by carbon dioxide or a mix of the carbon dioxide and argon. The 

advantage of this type of welding is that it reduces wastage owing to a high electrode efficiency. 

The welding process requires a very little weld cleanup and is one of the easiest procedures to 

learn. 

4. Flux Coded Arc Welding 

This type of welding process makes use of an electrode that consists of a tubular, flux-filled wire 

in place of the regular solid wire. 
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Gas metal arc welding 

Gas metal arc welding (GMAW), sometimes referred to by its subtypes metal inert 

gas (MIG) welding or metal active gas (MAG) welding, is a welding process in which an electric 

arc forms between a consumable MIG wire electrode and the workpiece metal(s), which heats the 

workpiece metal(s), causing them to melt and join. Along with the wire electrode, a shielding 

gas feeds through the welding gun, which shields the process from atmospheric contamination. 

The process can be semi-automatic or automatic. A constant voltage, direct current power source 

is most commonly used with GMAW, but constant current systems, as well as alternating current, 

can be used. There are four primary methods of metal transfer in GMAW, called globular, short-

circuiting, spray, and pulsed-spray, each of which has distinct properties and corresponding 

advantages and limitations. 

GMAW was soon applied to steels because it provided faster welding time compared to other 

welding processes. The cost of inert gas limited its use in steels until several years later, when the 

use of semi-inert gases such as carbon dioxide became common. Further developments during the 

1950s and 1960s gave the process more versatility and as a result, it became a highly used industrial 

process. Today, GMAW is the most common industrial welding process, preferred for its 

versatility, speed and the relative ease of adapting the process to robotic automation. Unlike 

welding processes that do not employ a shielding gas, such as shielded metal arc welding, it is 

rarely used outdoors or in other areas of moving air. A related process, flux cored arc welding, 

often does not use a shielding gas, but instead employs an electrode wire that is hollow and filled 

with flux. 

 

Equipment 

Welding gun and wire feed unit 

The typical GMAW welding gun has a number of key parts—a control switch, a contact tip, a 

power cable, a gas nozzle, an electrode conduit and liner, and a gas hose. The control switch, or 

trigger, when pressed by the operator, initiates the wire feed, electric power, and the shielding gas 

flow, causing an electric arc to be struck. Larger nozzles provide greater shielding gas flow, which 

is useful for high current welding operations that develop a larger molten weld pool. A gas hose 

from the tanks of shielding gas supplies the gas to the nozzle. Sometimes, a water hose is also built 

into the welding gun, cooling the gun in high heat operations. 

 

Tool style 

The most common electrode holder is a semiautomatic air-cooled holder. Compressed air 

circulates through it to maintain moderate temperatures. It is used with lower current levels for 

welding lap or butt joints. The second most common type of electrode holder is semiautomatic 

water-cooled, where the only difference is that water takes the place of air. It uses higher current 

levels for welding T or corner joints. The third typical holder type is a water cooled automatic 

electrode holder—which is typically used with automated equipment. 

 

Power supply 

Most applications of gas metal arc welding use a constant voltage power supply. As a result, any 

change in arc length (which is directly related to voltage) results in a large change in heat input 

and current.  

A shorter arc length causes a much greater heat input, which makes the wire electrode melt more 

quickly and thereby restore the original arc length. This helps operators keep the arc length 

consistent even when manually welding with hand-held welding guns.  

To achieve a similar effect, sometimes a constant current power source is used in combination 

with an arc voltage-controlled wire feed unit. In this case, a change in arc length makes the wire 
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feed rate adjust to maintain a relatively constant arc length. In rare circumstances, a constant 

current power source and a constant wire feed rate unit might be coupled, especially for the 

welding of metals with high thermal conductivities, such as aluminum. This grants the operator 

additional control over the heat input into the weld, but requires significant skill to perform 

successfully. 

 

Electrode 

The electrode is a metallic alloy wire, called a MIG wire, whose selection, alloy and size, is based 

primarily on the composition of the metal being welded, the process variation being used, joint 

design, and the material surface conditions.  

Electrode selection greatly influences the mechanical properties of the weld and is a key factor of 

weld quality. In general the finished weld metal should have mechanical properties similar to those 

of the base material with no defects such as discontinuities, entrained contaminants or porosity 

within the weld. To achieve these goals a wide variety of electrodes exist.  

Some contain denitriding metals such as titanium and zirconium to avoid nitrogen 

porosity.Depending on the process variation and base material being welded the diameters of the 

electrodes used in GMAW typically range from 0.7 to 2.4 mm (0.028 – 0.095 in) but can be as 

large as 4 mm (0.16 in). The smallest electrodes, generally up to 1.14 mm (0.045 in) are associated 

with the short-circuiting metal transfer process, while the most common spray-transfer process 

mode electrodes are usually at least 0.9 mm (0.035 in). 

 

Shielding gas 

Argon is also commonly mixed with other gases, oxygen, helium, hydrogen and nitrogen. The 

addition of up to 5% oxygen (like the higher concentrations of carbon dioxide mentioned above) 

can be helpful in welding stainless steel, however, in most applications carbon dioxide is preferred. 

Increased oxygen makes the shielding gas oxidize the electrode, which can lead to porosity in the 

deposit if the electrode does not contain sufficient deoxidizers. Excessive oxygen, especially when 

used in application for which it is not prescribed, can lead to brittleness in the heat affected zone. 

Argon-helium mixtures are extremely inert, and can be used on nonferrous materials. 

 A helium concentration of 50–75% raises the required voltage and increases the heat in the arc, 

due to helium's higher ionization temperature. Hydrogen is sometimes added to argon in small 

concentrations (up to about 5%) for welding nickel and thick stainless steel workpieces. In higher 

concentrations (up to 25% hydrogen), it may be used for welding conductive materials such as 

copper. However, it should not be used on steel, aluminum or magnesium because it can cause 

porosity and hydrogen embrittlement 

 

Types of flame 

Natural Flame 

This flame has equal amount of oxygen and gases fuel by the volume. This flame burns fuel 

completely and does not produce any chemical effect on metal to be welded. It is mostly used for 

welding mild steal, stainless steel, cast iron etc. It produces little smoke. This flame has two zones. 

The inner zone has white in color and has temperature about 3100 degree centigrade and outer 

zone has blue color and have temperature about 1275 degree centigrade. 
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Carburizing Flame: 

This flame has excess of fuel gas. This flame chemically reacts with metal and form metal carbide. 

Due to this reason, this flame does not used with metal which absorb carbon. It is smoky and quiet 

flame. This flame has three regions. The inner zone has white color, the intermediate zone which 

is red in color and outer cone has blue color. The inner cone temperature is about 2900 degree 

centigrade. This flame is used to weld medium carbon steel, nickel etc. 

                                 

                                       
 

 

Oxidizing Flame: 

When the amount of acetylene reduces from natural flame or amount of oxygen increases, the 

inner cone tend to disappear and the flame obtain is known as oxidizing flame. It is hotter than 

natural flame and has clearly defined two zones. The inner zone has very bright white color and 

has temperature of about 3300 degree centigrade. The outer flame has blue in color. This flame is 

used to weld oxygen free copper alloy like brass, bronze etc. www.re
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Arc welding- 

Arc welding is a welding process that is used to join metal to metal by using electricity to create 

enough heat to melt metal, and the melted metals when cool result in a binding of the metals. It is 

a type of welding that uses a welding power supply to create an electric arc between a metal stick 

("electrode") and the base material to melt the metals at the point of contact. Arc welders can use 

either direct (DC) or alternating (AC) current, and consumable or non-consumable electrodes. 

The welding area is usually protected by some type of shielding gas, vapor, or slag. Arc welding 

processes may be manual, semi-automatic, or fully automated. First developed in the late part of 

the 19th century, arc welding became commercially important in shipbuilding during the Second 

World War. Today it remains an important process for the fabrication of steel structures and 

vehicles. 

 

                                  

 

 

The basic arc-welding circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1. An AC or DC power source, fitted with 

whatever controls may be needed, is connected by a work cable to the workpiece and by a "hot" 

cable to an electrode holder of some type, which makes an electrical contact with the welding 

electrode. 
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An arc is created across the gap when the energized circuit and the electrode tip touches the 

workpiece and is withdrawn, yet still with in close contact. 

The arc produces a temperature of about 6500ºF at the tip. This heat melts both the base metal and 

the electrode, producing a pool of molten metal sometimes called a "crater." The crater solidifies 

behind the electrode as it is moved along the joint. The result is a fusion bond. 

                              
An arc is an electric current flowing between two electrodes through an ionized column of gas. A 

negatively charged cathode and a positively charged anode create the intense heat of the welding 

arc. Negative and positive ions are bounced off of each other in the plasma column at an 

accelerated rate. 

In welding, the arc not only provides the heat needed to melt the electrode and the base metal, but 

under certain conditions must also supply the means to transport the molten metal from the tip of 

the electrode to the work. Several mechanisms for metal transfer exist. Two (of many) examples 

include: 

1. Surface Tension Transfer - a drop of molten metal touches the molten metal pool and is 

drawn into it by surface tension 

2. Spray Arc - the drop is ejected from the molten metal at the electrode tip by an electric 

pinch propelling it to the molten pool (great for overhead welding) 

If an electrode is consumable, the tip melts under the heat of the arc and molten droplets are 

detached and transported to the work through the arc column. Any arc welding system in which 

the electrode is melted off to become part of the weld is described as metal-arc. In carbon or 

tungsten (TIG) welding there are no molten droplets to be forced across the gap and onto the work. 

Filler metal is melted into the joint from a separate rod or wire. 

More of the heat developed by the arc is transferred to the weld pool with consumable electrodes. 

This produces higher thermal efficiencies and narrower heat-affected zones. 

Since there must be an ionized path to conduct electricity across a gap, the mere switching on of 

the welding current with an electrically cold electrode posed over it will not start the arc. The arc 

must be ignited. This is caused by either supplying an initial voltage high enough to cause a 

discharge or by touching the electrode to the work and then withdrawing it as the contact area 

becomes heated. 

Arc welding may be done with direct current (DC) with the electrode either positive or negative 

or alternating current (AC). The choice of current and polarity depends on the process, the type of 

electrode, the arc atmosphere, and the metal being welded. 
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Types of Arc Welding 

1. Plasma Arc Welding 

2. Metal Arc Welding 

3. Carbon Arc Welding 

4. Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 

5. Gas Metal Arc Welding 

6. Submerged Arc Welding 

 

Plasma Arc Welding 

The Plasma arc welding (PAW) is similar to GTAW or gas tungsten welding. In this kind of 

welding process, the arc will generate among work part as well as the tungsten electrode. The 

major dissimilarity among plasma arc welding and gas tungsten welding is that the electrode is 

located within the torch of Plasma arc welding. It can be heated the gas at the temperature of 

30000oF & changes it into the plasma to attack the welding region. 

 

                    
 
 

Metal Arc Welding 

The metal arc welding (MAW) process mainly uses a metal electrode for the welding process. This 

metal electrode can be either consumable otherwise non-consumable based on the requirement. 

Most of the used consumable electrode can be covered with flux, and the main benefit of this type 

of welding process is that it requires low temperature compared with others. 
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3) Carbon Arc Welding 

The Carbon arc welding (CAW) process mainly uses a carbon rod like an electrode for welding 

the metal joint. This kind of arc welding is the oldest arc welding process and requires high current, 

low voltage for generating the arc.  In some cases, an arc can be generated among two carbon 

electrodes which are named as twin carbon arc welding. 

4) Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 

The gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is also called as Tungsten inert gas welding (TIGW). In 

this type of welding process, a tungsten electrode which is non-consumable can be employed for 

welding the material. The electrode which is used in this welding can be enclosed with gases such 

as argon, helium, etc. These gases will guard the weld region against the oxidization. This kind of 

welding can be used for welding thin sheets. 

                

Electric resistance welding 

Resistance welding can be defined as; it is a liquid state welding method where the metal-to-metal 

joint can be formed within a liquid state otherwise molten state. This is a thermoelectric 

method where heat can be generated at the It is a thermo-electric process in which heat is generated 

at the edge planes of welding plates because of electric resistance and a weld joint can be created 

by applying low-pressure to these plates. This type of welding uses electric resistance to generate 

heat. This process is very efficient with pollution free but the applications are limited because of 

the features like equipment cost is high, and material thickness is limited. 

Resistance Welding Working Principle 

The working principle of resistance welding is the generation of heat because of electric resistance. 

The resistance welding such as seam, spot, protection works on the same principle. Whenever the 

current flows through electric resistance, then heat will be generated. The same working principle 

can be used within the electric coil. The generated heat will depend on material’s resistance, 

applied current, conditions of a surface, and applied the current time period. 
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Types of Resistance Welding 

Spot Welding 

Spot welding is the simplest type of welding where the work portions are held jointly below the 

force of anvil face. The copper (Cu) electrodes will make contact with the work portion & the flow 

of current through it. The work portion material applies a few resistances within current flow which 

will cause limited heat production. The resistance is high at the edge surfaces because of the air 

gap. The current begins to supply through it, then it will reduce the edge surface. 

                                              

Seam Welding 
This type of welding is also known as continuous spot welding where a roller form electrode can 

be utilized to supply current throughout work parts. Initially, the roller electrodes are getting in 

touch with the work part. High current can be supplied through these electrode rollers to melt the 

edge surfaces & shape a weld joint. 

                               

At present, the electrode rollers will begin rolling on work plates to make a permanent weld joint. 

The weld timing & electrode movement can be controlled to guarantee that the weld overlap & 

work part doesn’t acquire too warm. The speed of the welding can be about 60 in per min within 

seam welding, which is used to make airtight joints. 
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Projection Welding 
Projection welding is similar to spot welding apart from a dimple can be generated on work parts 

at the place wherever weld is preferred. At present the work parts held among electrode as well as 

a huge quantity of current flow through it. A little quantity of pressure can be applied throughout 

the electrode on welding shields. The flow of current throughout dimple which dissolve it & the 

force reasons the dimple level & shape a weld. 

Resistance Welding Applications 

The applications of resistance welding include the following. 

 This type of welding can be widely used within automotive industries, making of nut as well 

as a bolt. 

 Seam welding can be utilized to generate leak prove joint necessary within little tanks, boilers, 

etc. 

 Flash welding can be used for welding tubes and pipes. 

 

Advantages 
 This method is simple and does not necessary high expert labor. 

 The resistance welding metal thickness is 20mm, &  thinness is 0.1 mm 

 Automated simply 

 The rate of production is high 

 Both related, &  different metals can be weld. 

 Welding speed will be high 

 It does not need any flux, filler metal & protecting gases. 

 

Disadvantages 

 Tools cost will be high. 

 The work section thickness is limited because of the current requirement. 

 It is less proficient for high-conductive equipment. 

 It consumes high electric-power. 

 Weld joints contain small tensile & fatigue power. 

 

Soldering- 

The purpose of welding is to create a very strong bond between two pieces of metal that can 

withstand all kinds of stresses and strains, such as a car body or aircraft fuselage 

 

 Low temperature: Unlike welding, soldering uses a low temperature to join metals. 

 Filler materials: Soldering is done with fillers that melt at below 840 °F (450°C). 

 Different metals can be soldered: Metals that can be soldered include gold, silver, copper, 

brass, and iron. The bond created when the melted soldered material solidifies. 

 Not as strong as welding or brazing. A soldered bond is not as strong as a welded or 

brazed one because it is not a mechanical connection. If soldering wasn’t done properly, 

the pieces won’t conduct electricity properly. 

 Flux is used: Just as in welding and brazing, flux is used to clean metal surfaces, so that 

the solder can flow over the pieces that will be joined. 
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Brazing- 

Brazing is akin to soldering in that it also uses filler for joining two metals, albeit a high-

temperature one. Similar to welding, brazing creates a mechanical connection between to metal 

parts.  

What goes into brazing? 

 Joining metals by melting filler: Brazing consists of heating and melting a filler alloy. 

Once the filler solidifies, the metal pieces are joined. 

 Filler materials: The filler alloy must have a lower melting temperature than the metal 

pieces. 

 Dissimilar metals: Brazing allows for the joining of different metals like aluminum, silver, 

copper, gold, and nickel. 

 Flux is often used: Liquid flux material promotes wetting of the metal parts, which lets 

the filler flow over them, so they can be joined more easily. 

 Strength: While properly brazed joins can be stronger than the individual pieces, they are 

not as strong as welded joints.  

Welding, soldering, and brazing are used for different jobs. Depending on the work you do, you 

have to consider factors like metal type, desired strength, and ultimate purpose to determine how 

to join two or more pieces of metal. With sufficient practice, you can master each technique well.  

UNIT IV- ADVANCED MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

 

Abrasive Jet Machining (AJM) 

Abrasive Jet Machining (AJM) is one of the mechanical energy based modern machining processes 

where material is removed by controlled micro-cutting action caused by the impact of a 

concentrated high-velocity (100 – 300m/s) jet of abrasive grits accelerated by dehumidified 

pressurized gas (10 – 15bar). A nozzle directs the abrasive jet in a controlled way onto the work 

surface. When this high-velocity abrasive jet is made to impinge the work surface in a particular 

direction from a suitable stand-off distance (SOD), it erodes material primarily by micro-cutting 

and sometime assisted by brittle fracture. 
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Working Principle- 

In Abrasive Jet Machining (AJM), usually air is directly taken from atmosphere, cleaned it and 

compressed it to a high pressure with the help of compressor. Loose abrasive particles having 

predefined average size are mixed with this pressurized gas in certain proportion (mixing ratio) 

and the mixture is then allowed to strike the work surface in the form of jet at a particular incident 

angle at very high velocity. A nozzle converts the hydraulic energy (pressure) of the jet-abrasive 

mixture into kinetic energy (velocity). After cutting action, grits leave the machining zone, which 

are then collected and disposed safely (usually, abrasive grits cannot be reused as grits lose 

sharpness after first impact). 

 

 

AJM can efficiently cut hard and brittle materials, and thus can be used for drilling, cutting, 

deburring, deflashing, cleaning, and decoating. However, it is not suitable for soft and ductile 

materials, such as plastic, foam, etc., because the abrasive particles tend to get embedded on the 

work surface that hampers the cut quality. Although AJM process is noisy and less reliable, it can 

produce high surface finish even below 1µm, if controlled properly. 
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Water Jet Machining (WJM)- 

Water Jet Machining (WJM) is a mechanical energy based non-traditional machining process used 

to cut and machine soft and non-metallic materials. 

It involves the use of high velocity water jet to smoothly cut a soft workpiece. It is similar 

to Abrasive Jet Machining (AJM). 

In water jet machining, high velocity water jet is allowed to strike a given workpiece. During this 

process, its kinetic energy is converted to pressure energy. This induces a stress on the workpiece. 

When this induced stress is high enough, unwanted particles of the workpiece are automatically 

removed. 

 

                            

 

Construction of Water Jet Machining (WJM): 

The apparatus of water jet machining consists of the following components: 

1. Reservoir: It is used for storing water that is to be used in the machining operation. 

2. Pump: It pumps the water from the reservoir. 

3. Intensifier: It is connected to the pump. It pressurizes the water acquired from the pump to a 

desired level. 

4. Accumulator: It is used for temporarily storing the pressurized water. It is connected to the 

flow regulator through a control valve. 

5. Control Valve: It controls the direction and pressure of pressurized water that is to be supplied 

to the nozzle. 

6. Flow regulator: It is used to regulate the flow of water. 

7. Nozzle: It renders the pressurized water as a water jet at high velocity. 

 

Working of Water Jet Machining (WJM): 

 Water from the reservoir is pumped to the intensifier using a hydraulic pump. 

 The intensifier increases the pressure of the water to the required level. Usually, the water is 

pressurized to 200 to 400 MPa. 

 Pressurized water is then sent to the accumulator. The accumulator temporarily stores the 

pressurized water. 

 Pressurized water then enters the nozzle by passing through the control valve and flow 

regulator. 

 Control valve controls the direction of water and limits the pressure of water under permissible 

limits. 

 Flow regulator regulates and controls the flow rate of water. 
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 Pressurized water finally enters the nozzle. Here, it expands with a tremendous increase in its 

kinetic energy. High velocity water jet is produced by the nozzle. 

 When this water jet strikes the workpiece, stresses are induced. These stresses are used to 

remove material from the workpiece. 

 The water used in water jet machining may or may not be used with stabilizers. Stabilizers are 

substances that improve the quality of water jet by preventing its fragmentation. 

 For a good understanding of water jet machining 

 

Advantages of Water Jet Machining (WJM): 

1. Water jet machining is a relatively fast process. 

2. It prevents the formation of heat affected zones on the workpiece. 

3. It automatically cleans the surface of the workpiece. 

4. WJM has excellent precision. Tolerances of the order of ±0.005″ can be obtained. 

5. It does not produce any hazardous gas. 

6. It is eco-friendly. 

Disadvantages of Water Jet Machining: 

1. Only soft materials can be machined. 

2. Very thick materials cannot be easily machined. 

3. Initial investment is high. 

Applications of Water Jet Machining: 

1. Water jet machining is used to cut thin non-metallic sheets. 

2. It is used to cut rubber, wood, ceramics and many other soft materials. 

3. It is used for machining circuit boards. 

4. It is used in food industry. 

 

 

Electrochemical Machining (ECM)- 

 

Electrochemical machining (ECM) is a machining process in which electrochemical process is 

used to remove materials from the workpiece. In the process, workpiece is taken as anode and tool 

is taken as cathode. The two electrodes workpiece and tool is immersed in an electrolyte (such as 

NaCl). When the voltage is applied across the two electrodes, the material removal from the 

workpiece starts. The workpiece and tool is placed very close to each other without touching. In 

ECM the material removal takes place at atomic level so it produces a mirror finish surface. 
 

Working Principle 

            
 

ECM working is opposite to the electrochemical or galvanic coating or deposition process. 
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During electrochemical machining process, the reactions take place at the electrodes i.e. at the 

anode (workpiece) and cathode (tool) and within the electrolyte. 

Let’s take an example of machining low carbon steel which is mainly composed of ferrous alloys 

(Fe). We generally use neutral salt solution of sodium chloride (NaCl) as the electrolyte to machine 

ferrous alloys. The ionic dissociation of NaCl and water takes place in the electrolyte as shown 

below. 

 
As the potential difference is applied across the electrode, the movement of ions starts in between 

the tool and w/p. The positive ions moves towards the tool (cathode) and negative ions move 

towards the workpiece. 

At cathode the hydrogen ions takes electrons and gets converted into hydrogen gas. 

 
In the same way the iron atoms comes out from the anode (w/p) as Fe++ ions. 

 
Within the Electrolyte, the sodium ions combines with Hydroxyl ions and form sodium hydroxide 

and ferrous ion combine with Chloride ions and forms ferrous chloride. Also iron ions combine 

with hydroxyl ions and forms Iron hydroxide. 

 
In the electrolyte the FeCl2 and Fe(OH)2  produced and gets precipitated in the form of sludge and 

settle down. In this way material is removed from the workpiece as sludge. 

Working Process 
 First the workpiece is assembled in the fixture and tool is brought close to the workpiece. The tool 

and workpiece is immersed in a suitable electrolyte. 

 After that, potential difference is applied across the w/p (anode) and tool (cathode). The removal 

of material starts. The material is removed as in the same manner as we have discussed above in 

the working principle. 

 Tool feed system advances the tool towards the w/p and always keeps a required gap in between 

them. The material from the w/p is comes out as positive ions and combine with the ions present 

in the electrolyte and precipitates as sludge. Hydrogen gas is liberated at cathode during the 

machining process. 

 Since the dissociation of the material from the w/p takes place at atomic level, so it gives excellent 

surface finish. 

 The sludge from the tank is taken out and separated from the electrolyte. The electrolyte after 

filtration again transported to the tank for the ECM process. 
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Application 
 The ECM process is used for die sinking operation, profiling and contouring, drilling, grinding, 

trepanning and micro machining. 

 It is used for machining steam turbine blades within closed limits. 

 

Advantages 

 Negligible tool wear. 

 Complex and concave curvature parts can be produced easily by the use of convex and concave 

tools. 

 No forces and residual stress are produced, because there is no direct contact between tool and 

workpiece. 

 Excellent surface finish is produced. 

 Less heat is generated. 

 

Disadvantages 
 The risk of corrosion for tool, w/p and equipment increases in the case of saline and acidic 

electrolyte. 

 Electrochemical machining is capable of machining electrically conductive materials only. 

 High power consumption. 

 High initial investment cost. 

 

 

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)- 

 

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is a non traditional machining and electro thermal process 

in which material from the workpiece is removed by using electrical discharges (sparks). 

 It was first observed in 1770 by Joseph Priestley. He was an English physicist. 

 In EDM machine the material is removed by rapidly recurring (repeating) discharges of current in 

between the electrodes. The electrodes are separated by dielectric liquid and a high voltage is 

applied across it. 

 It is used to machine those materials which are difficult to machine and have high strength 

temperature resistance. 

 EDM can be used to machine only electrically conductive materials. Otherwise it cannot be used. 

 One of the electrodes is called as tool and other is called as workpiece. Here the tool is connected 

with the negative terminal of the power supply and the workpiece is connected with the positive 

terminal. 
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Working Principle 

                        
 
 

In Electrical discharge machining; a potential difference is applied across the tool and w/p in pulse 

form. The tool and workpiece must be electrically conductive and a small gap is maintained in 

between them. The tool and workpiece is immersed in a dielectric medium (kerosene or deionized 

water). As the potential difference is applied, electrons from the tool start to move towards the 

workpiece. Here the tool is negative and w/p is positive. The electrons moving from the tool to the 

w/p collide with the molecules of dielectric medium.  

Due to the collision of electrons with the molecule, it gets converted into ions. This increases the 

concentration of electrons and ions in the gap between the tool and w/p. The electron moves 

towards the w/p and ions towards the tool. An electric current is set up in between the tool and w/p 

and called as plasma. As the electrons and ions strikes the w/p and tool, its kinetic energy changes 

to heat energy. The temperature of the heat produced is about 10000 degree Celsius. This heat 

vaporizes and melts the material from the workpiece. As voltage is break down, the current stops 

to flow between the tool and w/p. And the molten material in the w/p is flushed by circulating 

dielectric medium leaving behind a crater. 

The spark generation is not continuous because constant voltage is not applied across the 

electrodes. The voltage is applied in pulse form. 

Wire EDM:  

In wire EDM, thin single-strand wire is used to cut the material from the workpiece. The wire is 

usually made of brass. A constant gap is always maintain between the wire and w/p. The wire is 

continuously fed through the workpiece submerged in a tank with dielectric medium. Here spark 

is generated in the gap between the wire and workpiece. It is used to cut metal as thick as 300 mm 

and to make punches, dies, and tools from hard metals that are difficult to cut from other methods. 
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Equipments 
The various equipment used in Electrical Discharge Machining are 

1. Dielectric Reservoir, Pump and Circulating system 
Pump is used to circulate the dielectric medium between the two electrodes ( tool and workpiece). 

Kerosene or deionized water is used as dielectric medium. 

2. Power Generator and Control Unit 

Generator is used to apply potential difference. The voltage used in this machining process is not 

constant but it is applied in pulse form. A control unit is used to control the different operation 

during machining process. 

3. Working Tank with Work Holding Devices 

It has working tank with a work holding device. The workpiece is hold in the work holding devices. 

The tank contains dielectric medium. 

4. Tool Holder 

It is used to hold the tool. 

5. Servo System to Move the Tool 

A servo system is used to control the tool. It maintains the necessary gap between the electrodes ( 

tool and workpiece). 

Working of Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) 
 In EDM, first the tool and w/p is clamped to the machine. After that with the help of a servo 

mechanism a small gap (of human hair) is maintain in between the tool and workpiece. 

 The tool and workpiece is immersed in dielectric medium (kerosene of deionised water). 

 A potential difference is applied across the Electrode. An electric spark is generated in between 

the tool and workpiece. This spark generates a heat of about 10000 degree Celsius. And due to this 

heat the material from the workpiece starts to vaporize and melts. 

 The spark generation in electrical discharge machining is not continuous. As the voltage breaks, 

the dielectric fluid flushes away the molten materials leaving behind a crater. 

 This process keep continue and machined the workpiece. 

 

Advantages 

 It can be used to machine any material that is electrically conductive. 

It can easily machine thin fragile sections such as webs or fins without deforming the part. 

 Complex dies sections and molds are produced accurately, faster and at lower price. 

 It is burr-free process. 

 It does not involve contact between the tool and workpiece. So delicate sections and work material 

can be machined easily without any distortion. 

 It can machined complex shapes which is not manufactured by the conventional machine tools. 

 It can produce tapered holes. 
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Disadvantages 
 It can machine only electrically conductive materials. 

 Low rate of metal removal. 

 More tool wear during machining. 

 Takes extra cost and time for the preparing electrodes for ram/sinker EDM. 

 High power consumption. 

 Overcut is formed in EDM. 

 

Application 
1. It is mostly used by mold making and dies industries. 

2. It is used in prototype manufacturing in aerospace, automobile and electronic industries. 

3. It is used for coinage die making. 

4. It is used to create small holes in variety of application. 

5. It is used to disintegrate parts which cannot be disintegrate easily such as broken tools (studs, bolts 

drill bit and taps) form the workpiece. 

 

 

Laser Beam Machining 

Laser Beam Machining (LBM) is a form of machining process in which laser beam is used for 

the machining of metallic and non-metallic materials. In this process, a laser beam of high energy 

is made to strike on the workpiece, the thermal energy of the laser gets transferred to the surface 

of the w/p (workpiece). The heat so produced at the surface heats, melts and vaporizes the materials 

from the w/p. Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation is called LASER. 

Working Principle 

 
 

It works on the principle that when a high energy laser beam strikes the surface of the workpiece. 

The heat energy contained by the laser beam gets transferred to the surface of the w/p. This heat 

energy absorbed by the surface heat melts and vaporizes the material from the w/p. In this way the 

machining of material takes place by the use of laser beam. 
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Stimulated Emission 

 
In normal condition, the electrons present in atoms lies in the ground state (lowest energy level). 

When some source of energy is provided to the atoms in the form of radiation, the electrons of the 

atoms absorbs energy and excited to higher energy level. After a short duration, these electrons 

automatically jump back to the ground state and while doing so they emit photons of light. This 

emission of photons by the electrons is called spontaneous emission. 

When the electrons in the excited state do not jumps back to the ground state by its own. This 

situation is called meta-stable state. When a photon is fired to the meta- stable state of atoms, this 

stimulates an electron at excited state and it jumps back to its ground state giving of two photons 

(one photon that we fired and other produced by the electron). These two photons stimulate other 

atoms electrons and produces more photons- a chain reactions starts and number of photon 

increases. This process is called stimulated emission as we are stimulating other electrons to get 

photons. Here we are getting two light photons from a single photon i.e. amplifying the light 

(increasing the light). 

 

Types of Laser 
On the basis of the media used for the production of the laser it is classified as 

1. Gas Lasers:  In these types of laser, gases are used as the medium to produce lasers. The 

commonly used gases are He-Ne, argon and Co2. 

2. Solid State Lasers: The media of the solid state lasers are produced by doping a rare element 

into a host material. 

Ruby laser is an example of solid state laser in which ruby crystal is used as medium for the 

generation of laser beam. 

The other media used in the solid state lasers are 

(i)YAG: For yttrium aluminum garnet which a type of crystal. 

(ii) Nd:YAG – Refers to neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet crystals 
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Main Parts  
The various main parts used in the laser beam machining are 

 
1. A pumping Medium:  

A medium is needed that contains a large number of atoms. The atoms of the media are used to 

produce lasers. 

2. Flash Tube/Flash Lamp:  

The flash tube or flash lamp is used to provide the necessary energy to the atoms to excite their 

electrons. 

3. Power Supply:  

A high voltage power source is used to produce light in flashlight tubes. 

4. Capacitor: 

 Capacitor is used to operate the laser beam machine at pulse mode. 

5. Reflecting Mirror: 

 Two types of mirror are used, first one is 100 % reflecting and other is partially reflecting. 100 % 

reflecting mirror is kept at one end and partially reflecting mirror is at the other end. The laser 

beams comes out from that side where partially reflecting mirror is kept. 

How Laser is produced  
 A high voltage power supply is applied across the flash tube. A capacitor is used to operate the 

flash tube at pulse mode. 

 As the flash is produced by the flash tube, it emits light photons that contain energy. 

 This light photons emitted by the flash tube is absorbed by the ruby crystal. The photons absorbed 

by the atoms of the ruby crystals excite the electrons to the high energy level and population 

inversion (situation when the number of exited electrons is greater than the ground state electrons) 

is attained. 

 After short duration, this excited electrons jumps back to its ground state and emits a light photon. 

This emission of photon is called spontaneous emission, 

 The emitted photon stimulates the excited electrons and they starts to return to the ground state by 

emitting two photons. In this way two light photons are produced by utilizing a single photon. 

Here the amplification (increase) of light takes place by stimulated emission of radiation. 

 Concentration of the light photon increases and it forms a laser beam. 

 100 % reflecting mirror bounces back the photons into the crystal. Partially reflecting mirror 

reflects some of the photons back to the crystal and some of it escapes out and forms a highly 

concentrated laser beam. A lens is used to focus the laser beam to a desired location. 
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Working of Laser Beam Machining 

A very high energy laser beam is produced by the laser machines. This laser beam produced is 

focused on the workpiece to be machined. 

When the laser beam strikes the surface of the w/p, the thermal energy of the laser beam is 

transferred to the surface of the w/p. this heats, melts, vaporizes and finally removes the material 

form the workpiece. In this way laser beam machining works. 

Advantages 
 It can be focused to a very small diameter. 

 It produces a very high amount of energy, about 100 MW per square mm of area. 

 It is capable of producing very accurately placed holes. 

 Laser beam machining has the ability to cut or engrave almost all types of materials, when 

traditional machining process fails to cut or engrave any material. 

 Since there is no physical contact between the tool and workpiece. The wear and tear in this 

machining process is very low and hence it requires low maintenance cost 

 This machining process produces object of very high precision. And most of the object does not 

require additional finishing 

 It can be paired with gases that help to make cutting process more efficient. It helps to minimize 

the oxidation of w/p surface and keep it free from melted of vaporized materials. Produces a very 

high energy of about 100 MW per square mm of area. 

 It has the ability to engrave or cut almost all types of materials. But it is best suited for the brittle 

materials with low conductivity. 

 

Disadvantages 
 High initial cost. This is because it requires many accessories which are important for the 

machining process by laser. 

 Highly trained worker is required to operate laser beam machining machine. 

 Low production rate since it is not designed for the mass production. 

 It requires a lot of energy for machining process. 

 It is not easy to produce deep cuts with the w/p that has high melting points and usually cause a 

taper. 

 High maintenance cost. 

 

Application 
1. The laser beam machining is mostly used in automobile, aerospace, shipbuilding, electronics, steel 

and medical industries for machining complex parts with precision. 

2. In heavy manufacturing industries, it is used or drilling and cladding, seam and spot welding 

among others. 

3. In light manufacturing industries, it is used for engraving and drilling other metals. 

4. In the electronic industry, it is used for skiving (to join two ends) of circuits and wire stripping. 

5. In medical industry, it is used for hair removal and cosmetic surgery. 

 

Electron Beam Machining 

Electron Beam Machining is process in which high velocity electrons are concentrated in a narrow 

beam and then directed towards the workpiece for machining. When this high velocity electron 

strikes the workpiece, it melts and vaporizes the material from the workpiece. 

Working Principle 
In an electron beam machining, the electrons strike the workpiece with a high velocity. As the 

electron strikes the workpiece, the kinetic energy of the electron changes into heat energy. The 

heat energy so produced is used to melt and vaporize the materials from the w/p. 
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 The whole process takes place in vacuum. Vacuum environment is used to prevent the 

contamination and avoid collision of electrons with air molecules. If the electrons collide with the 

air molecules, it will lost its Kinetic energy. 

Diagram 

 

Equipment 

The various equipment used in EBM machine are 

1. Cathode 

The cathode is negatively charged and it is used to produce Electrons. 

2. Annular Bias Grid 

It is present next to the cathode. Annular bias grid is a circular shaped bias grid and prevents the 

diversion of electrons produced by the cathode. It works as a switch and makes the electron gun 

to operate in pulse mode. 

3. Anode 
It is placed after the annular bias grid. It is positively charged. Annular anode attracts the beam of 

electron towards it and gradually the velocity of the electron increases.  As the electron beam leave 

the anode section, its velocity becomes half of the velocity of light. 

4. Magnetic Lenses 
The magnetic lenses reduce the divergence of electron beam and shape them. It allows only 

convergent electrons to pass and captures the low energy divergent electrons from fringes. It 

improves the quality of the beam. 

5. Electromagnetic Lens 
It helps the Electron beam to focus on the desired spot. 
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6. Deflector Coils 
The deflector coil carefully guides the high velocity electron beam to a desired location on 

the  workpiece and improves the shape of the holes. 

 

 

 

 

Working of Electron Beam Machining 
 In EBM, first the electron is generated by the cathode and an annular biased grid does not allows 

the electron to diverge. 

 From the annular bias grid, the electron produced by the cathode is attracted towards the anode 

and gradually its velocity increases. As the electron beam leaves the anode section, its velocity 

reaches to half of the velocity of the light. 

 After that, it passes to the series of magnetic lenses. The magnetic lenses allows only convergent 

beam to pass through it and captures the divergent beam from the fringes. And then a high quality 

electron beam is made to pass through the electromagnetic lens and deflector coils. 

 The electromagnetic lens focuses the electron beam to the desired spot on the workpiece. The 

deflector carefully guides the beam to the desired locations and improves the shape hole. 

 

Advantages 
 It can produce bolts of small sizes. 

 High accuracy and better surface finish. 

 Almost all types of materials can be machined. 

 Highly reactive metals such as Al and Mg can be machined easily. 

 As it does not apply any mechanical cutting forces on the workpiece, so cost of work holding and 

fixtures is reduced. 

Disadvantages 

 High equipment cost. 

 Low metal removal rate. 

 High skilled operator is required. 

 High power consumption. 

 Not applicable to produce perfectly cylindrical deep holes. 

Application 

Electron Beam Machining is used to produce smaller size holes in various industries like 

automobile, aerospace, marine etc. 

 

UNIT V-CNC MACHINE 

 

Numerical Control Machine- 

Numerical control, popularly known as the NC is very commonly used in the machine tools. 

Numerical control is defined as the form of programmable automation, in which the process is 

controlled by the number, letters, and symbols. In case of the machine tools this programmable 

automation is used for the operation of the machines. 

 

In other words, the numerical control machine is defined as the machined that is controlled by the 

set of instructions called as the program. In numerical control method the numbers form the basic 

program instructions for different types of jobs; hence the name numerical control is given to this 

type of programming. When the type of job changes, the program instructions of the job also 

change. It is easier to write the new instructions for each job, hence NC provides lots of flexibility 

in its use. 
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The NC technology can be applied to wide variety of operations like drafting, assembly, 

inspection, sheet metal working, etc. But it is more prominently used for various metal machining 

processes like turning, drilling, milling, shaping etc. Due to NC all the machining operations can 

be performed at the fast rate resulting in bulk manufacturing becoming quite cheaper. 

In CNC machines programs are fed in the computer was used to control the operations of the 

machines. Thus the control unit used that would read the punched cards in the NC machines was 

replaced by the microcomputer in the CNC machines. The CNC brought major revolution in the 

manufacturing industry. The next development has been the combination of computer aided 

manufacturing (CAM) and computer aided designing (CAD) called as CAD/CAM. 

 

                                    
 

Advantages of NC  

The major advantages of NC over conventional methods of machine control are as follows :  

Higher Precision  

NC machine tools are capable of machining at very close tolerances, in some operations as small 

as 0.005 mm.  

Better Quality  

NC systems are capable of maintaining constant working conditions for all parts in a batch thus 

ensuring less spread of quality characteristics.  

Higher Productivity  

NC machine tools reduce drastically the non machining time. Adjusting the machine tool for a 

different product is as easy as changing the computer program and tool turret with the new set of 

cutting tools required for the particular part.  

Multi-operational Machining  

Some NC machine tools, for example machine centers, are capable of accomplishing a very high 

number of machining operations thus reducing significantly the number of machine tools in the 

workshops.  
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Low Operator Qualification  

The role of the operation of a NC machine is simply to upload the work piece and to download the 

finished part. In some cases, industrial robots are employed for material handling, thus eliminating 

the human operator.  

Less Time  

An easy adjustment of the machine, adjustment requires less time. 

 

Types of NC System  
Machine controls are divided into three groups:  

(a) Traditional numerical control (NC);  

(b) Computer numerical control (CNC);  

(c) Distributed numerical control (DNC).  

 

The original numerical control machines were referred to as NC machine tool. They have 

“hardwired” control, whereby control is accomplished through the use of punched paper (or 

plastic) tapes or cards. Tapes tend to wear, and become dirty, thus causing misreading. Many other 

problems arise from the use of NC tapes, for example the need to manual reload the NC tapes for 

each new part and the lack of program editing abilities, which increases the lead time. The end of 

NC tapes was the result of two competing developments, CNC and DNC.  

CNC refers to a system that has a local computer to store all required numerical data. While CNC 

was used to enhance tapes for a while, they eventually allowed the use of other storage media, 

magnetic tapes and hard disks. The advantages of CNC systems include but are not limited to the 

possibility to store and execute a number of large programs (especially if a three or more 

dimensional machining of complex shapes is considered), to allow editing of programs, to execute 

cycles of machining commands, etc.  

The development of CNC over many years, along with the development of local area networking, 

has evolved in the modern concept of DNC. Distributed numerical control is similar to CNC, 

except a remote computer is used to control a number of machines. An off-site mainframe host 

computer holds programs for all parts to be produced in the DNC facility. Programs are 

downloaded from the mainframe computer, and then the local controller feeds instructions to the 

hardwired NC machine. The recent developments use a central computer which communicates 

with local CNC computers (also called Direct Numerical Control). 

 

Controlled Axes- 

 

NC system can be classified on the number of directions of motion they are capable to control 

simultaneously on a machine tool. Each free body has six degree of freedom, three positive or 

negative translations along x, y, and z-axis, and three rotations clockwise or counter clockwise 

about these axes.  

Commercial NC system is capable of controlling simultaneously two, two and half, three, four and 

five degrees of freedom, or axes. The NC systems which control three linear translations (3-axis 

systems), or three linear translations and one rotation of the worktable (4-axis systems) are the 

most common. 
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Basic Components of NC Machines  

Software  

The programmes or set of instructions, languages, punched cards, magnetic tape, punched paper 

tape and other such information processing items are referred to as software. This software controls 

the sequence of movement of an NC. That is why these numerical controls are sometimes called 

software controlled machines by NC lies entirely in the programming. The programmer plans the 

operations and their sequence from seeing the drawing and writes instructions in tabulated blocks 

of information, known as Part Programme on a programme manuscript. Then these instructions 

are punched on the control tape. Tape reader reads the codes and sends it to Machine Control Unit, 

which conversely converts them into the machine movements of machine tool.  

 

Machine Control Unit (MCU)  

NC machine tool has a main unit, which is known as Machine Control Unit, consists of some 

electronic hardware that reads the NC programme, interprets it and conversely translates it for 

mechanical actions of the machine tool.  

A typical Machine Control Unit may consist of the following units :  

 

Input or Reader Unit  

This unit consists of electro-mechanical devices used to collect the input from punched tape, cards, 

magnetic tape and disk. Then drive it through the system under a reading head, interpret the coded 

information and collect it again for reuse. 

 

Memory  

A block of information, consisting of words, is read from tape and stored into temporary memory 

called buffer. One block may contain one complete set of instruction words in sequence. The 

function of this memory is to keep on storing the next block of words when the machine is doing 

processing of previous block.  

Processor  

The function of the processor is to coordinate and control the functions of other units, by giving 

ready signals to them at appropriate point of time.  

Output Channels  
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The data stored in the memory is converted into actuation signal and supplied through output 

channels in the form of pulses.  

 

Control Panel  

The control panel has the switches, indicators, Manual Data Input (MDI) and dials for providing 

information to the operator.  

 

Feedback Channels  

Feedback channel is to check whether the operations are done in the way we want to, the feedback 

is sent through feedback channels by position and velocity.  

The MCU may be of three types :  

 

Housed MCU  

Machine Control Unit may be mounted on the machine tool or may be built in the casing of the 

machine.  

 

Swing Around MCU  

Machine Control Unit is directly mounted on the machine, which can swing around it and can be 

adjusted as per requirement of the operator’s position.  

 

Stand Alone MCU  

Machine Control Unit is enclosed in a separate cabinet which is installed at some remote or same 

place near to the machine. 

 

Machine Tool  

Machine tool is the main components of a numerical control system, which executes the 

operations. It may consist of worktable, cutting tools, jigs and fixtures, motors for driving spindle 

and coolant and lubricating system. The latest development in the numerical control machine tool 

is the versatile machining center. This is a single machine capable of doing a number of operations 

such as milling, boring, drilling, reaming, and tapping by Automatic Tool Changer (ATC) under 

the control of tool selection instruction. 

 

Problems with Conventional NC  

The problems arise in the conventional NC system are the following :  

Punched Tape  

It is an unreliable NC component for repeated use in the shop because of paper tape is especially 

fragile and its susceptibility to wear and tear. 

 

                                       
 

Tape Reader  

Tape reader is the least reliable hardware components of the machine while any breakdown is 

occurred on an NC machine. 
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Controller  
The hard-wired controller cannot be easily altered to incorporate improvements into the unit. 

                                                     
Management Information  
The machine tool manufacturers have been continually improving NC technology by redesigning 

the systems to provide timely information such as piece counts, machine tool change, etc. to the 

management.  

Part Programming Mistakes  
When preparing the punched tape, part programming mistakes are common and to achieve the best 

sequence of processing steps.  

Non-optimal Speed and Feed  

The control system does not provide the provision to change the speed and feed during the cutting 

operation. 

 

PRINCIPLES OF NC MACHINES 

 

The basic elements and operation of a typical NC machine in numerical control and the 

components basically involved of data input, data processing and data output. For data input, 

numerical information is read and stored in the tape reader or in computer memory. In data 

processing, the programs are read into machine control unit for processing. For data output, this 

information is translated into commands, typically pulsed commands to the motor. The motor 

moves the table on which the work piece is placed to specified positions, through linear or rotary 

movements, by the motors, ball screw, and others devices. 

 

A NC machine can be controlled through two types of circuits, which is open loop and closed loop. 

In the open loop system, the signals are given to the motor by the processor, but the movements 

and final destinations of the worktable are not accurate. The open loop system cannot accurate, but 

it still can produce the shape that is required. The closed loop system is equipped with various 

transducers, sensors, and counters that measure the position of the table accurately. Through 

feedback control, the position of the worktable is compared against the signal.  
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Table movements terminate when the proper coordinates are reached. For the close loop system 

normally servomotor is utilized. For open loop system normally the stepper motor is utilized. The 

closed loop system is more complicated and more expensive than the open loop.  

 
There are two basic types of control systems in numerical control, point-to-point and contouring. 

In point-to-point system, also called positioning, each axis of the machine is driven separately by 

ball screw, depending on the type of operation, at different velocities. The machine moves initially 

at maximum velocity in order to reduce nonproductive time, but decelerates as the tool reaches its 

numerically defined position. Thus in an operation such as drilling or punching, the positioning 

and cutting take place sequentially. The time required in the operation is minimized for efficiency. 

Point-to-point systems are used mainly in drilling, punching, and straight milling operations.  

 

In the contouring system, also known as the continuous path system, positioning and cutting 

operations are both along controlled paths but at different velocities. Because the tool cuts as it 

travels along the path, accurate control and synchronization of velocities and movements are 

important. The contouring system is used on lathes, milling machines, grinders, welding 

machinery and machining centers. 

 

Open-loop and Closed-loop Control Systems- 

A numerical control systems require Motors to control both position and velocity of the machine 

tool.  

•Each axis must be separately driven  

•the control system can be implemented in two ways  

–open loop system. 

–close loop system. www.re
jin
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Open Loop System- 

Instructions are feed to the controller  

•Converted to electrical pulses or signals  

•Sent to the Stepper motors  

•The number of electronic pulses determines the distance  

•A frequency of the pulses determines the speed  

•Used mainly in point-to-point applications. 
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Open loop control system is usually appropriate when the following conditions apply:  

–The actions performed by the control system are simple.  

–The actuating function is very reliable  

–Reaction forces opposing the actuator are small enough to have no effect on the actuation.  

 

Advantages  

 Less expensive  

 Less complicated  

•Disadvantages  

 Accuracy  

 Repeatability  

 Setup  

 

Closed Loop Systems- 

Main difference from an open loop system is the inclusion of a feedback system in the controller.  

–Feedback may be analog or digital  

–The feedback mechanism allows the machine to “know” where the tool is in regards to previous 

movements. www.re
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PART PROGRAMMING 
The part program is a sequence of instructions, which describe the work, which has to be done on 

a part, in the form required by a computer under the control of a numerical control computer 

program. It is the task of preparing a program sheet from a drawing sheet. All data is fed into the 

numerical control system using a standardized format. Programming is where all the machining 

data are compiled and where the data are translated into a language which can be understood by 

the control system of the machine tool. The machining data is as follows :  

(a) Machining sequence classification of process, tool start up point, cutting depth, tool path, etc.  

(b) Cutting conditions, spindle speed, feed rate, coolant, etc.  

(c) Selection of cutting tools.  

 

While preparing a part program, need to perform the following steps :  

(a) Determine the startup procedure, which includes the extraction of dimensional data from part 

drawings and data regarding surface quality requirements on the machined component.  

(b) Select the tool and determine the tool offset.  

(c) Set up the zero position for the workpiece.  

(d) Select the speed and rotation of the spindle.  

(e) Set up the tool motions according to the profile required.  

(f) Return the cutting tool to the reference point after completion of work.  

(g) End the program by stopping the spindle and coolant.  

 

The part programming contains the list of coordinate values along the X, Y and Z directions of the 

entire tool path to finish the component. The program should also contain information, such as 

feed and speed. Each of the necessary instructions for a particular operation given in the part 

program is known as an NC word. A group of such NC words constitutes a complete NC 

instruction, known as block. The commonly used words are N, G, F, S, T, and M. The same is 

explained later on through examples.  
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Hence the methods of part programming can be of two types depending upon the two techniques 

as below :  

(a) Manual part programming, and  

(b) Computer aided part programming.  

 

Manual Part Programming  
The programmer first prepares the program manuscript in a standard format. Manuscripts are typed 

with a device known as flexo writer, which is also used to type the program instructions. After the 

program is typed, the punched tape is prepared on the flexo writer. Complex shaped components 

require tedious calculations. This type of programming is carried out for simple machining parts 

produced on point-to-point machine tool.  

To be able to create a part program manually, need the following information:  

(a) Knowledge about various manufacturing processes and machines.  

(b) Sequence of operations to be performed for a given component.  

(c) Knowledge of the selection of cutting parameters.  

(d) Editing the part program according to the design changes.  

(e) Knowledge about the codes and functions used in part programs.  

 

Computer Aided Part Programming  
If the complex-shaped component requires calculations to produce the component are done by the 

programming software contained in the computer. The programmer communicates with this 

system through the system language, which is based on words. There are various programming 

languages developed in the recent past, such as APT (Automatically Programmed Tools), ADAPT, 

AUTOSPOT, COMPAT-II, 2CL, ROMANCE, SPLIT is used for writing a computer programme, 

which has English like statements. A translator known as compiler program is used to translate it 

in a form acceptable to MCU.  

 

The programmer has to do only following things:  

(a) Define the work part geometry.  

(b) Defining the repetition work.  

(c) Specifying the operation sequence.  
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Over the past years, lot of effort is devoted to automate the part programme generation. With the 

development of the CAD (Computer Aided Design)/CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) 

system, interactive graphic system is integrated with the NC part programming. Graphic based 

software using menu driven technique improves the user friendliness. The part programmer can 

create the geometrical model in the CAM package or directly extract the geometrical model from 

the CAD/CAM database. Built in tool motion commands can assist the part programmer to 

calculate the tool paths automatically. The programmer can verify the tool paths through the 

graphic display using the animation function of the CAM system. It greatly enhances the speed 

and accuracy in tool path generation. 

 

FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS FOR DEVELOPING MANUAL PART PROGRAMME 

 

NC Words  
The NC word is a unit of information, such as a dimension or feed rate and so on. A block is a 

collection of complete group of NC words representing a single NC instruction. An end of block 

symbol is used to separate the blocks. NC word is where all the machining data are compiled and 

where the data are translated in to a language, which can be understood, by the control system of 

the machine tool. 

 

Block of Information  

NC information is generally programmed in blocks of words. Each word conforms to the EIA 

standards and they are written on a horizontal line. If five complete words are not included in each 

block, the machine control unit (MCU) will not recognize the information; therefore the control 

unit will not be activated. It consists of a character N followed by a three digit number raising from 

0 to 999. 

                      
 

Using the example shown in Figure 4.2. The words are as follows :  

N001 – represents the sequence number of the operation.  

G01 – represents linear interpolation.  

X12345 – will move the table in a positive direction along the X-axis.  

Y06789 – will move the table along the Y-axis.  

M03 – Spindle on CW and  

; – End of block. 

 

Standard G and M Codes  
The most common codes used when programming NC machines tools are G-codes (preparatory 

functions), and M codes (miscellaneous functions). Other codes such as F, S, D, and T are used for 

machine functions such as feed, speed, cutter diameter offset, tool number, etc. G-codes are 

sometimes called cycle codes because they refer to some action occurring on the X, Y, and/or Z-

axis of a machine tool. The G-codes are grouped into categories such as Group 01, containing 

codes G00, G01, G02, G03, which cause some movement of the machine table or head. Group 03 

includes either absolute or incremental programming. A G00 code rapidly positions the cutting 

tool while it is above the workpiece from one point to another point on a job. During the rapid 

traverse movement, either the X or Y-axis can be moved individually or both axes can be moved 
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at the same time. The rate of rapid travel varies from machine to machine. 

 

The total numbers of these codes are 100, out of which some of important codes are given as under 

with their functions:  

G-Codes (Preparatory Functions)  

Code Function  

G00 Rapid positioning  

G01 Linear interpolation  

G02 Circular interpolation clockwise (CW)  

G03 Circular interpolation counterclockwise (CCW)  

G20 Inch input (in.)  

G21 Metric input (mm)  

G24 Radius programming  

G28 Return to reference point  

G29 Return from reference point  

G32 Thread cutting  

G40 Cutter compensation cancel  

G41 Cutter compensation left  

G42 Cutter compensation right  

G43 Tool length compensation positive (+) direction  

G44 Tool length compensation minus (-) direction  

G49 Tool length compensation cancels  

G 53 Zero offset or M/c reference  

G54 Settable zero offset  

G84 canned turn cycle  

G90 Absolute programming  

G91 Incremental programming  

Note : On some machines and controls, some may be differ.  

M-Codes (Miscellaneous Functions)  

M or miscellaneous codes are used to either turn ON or OFF different functions, which control 

certain machine tool operations. M-codes are not grouped into categories, although several codes 

may control the same type of operations such as M03, M04, and M05, which control the machine 

tool spindle. Some of important codes are given as under with their function s:  

Code Function  

M00 Program stop  

M02 End of program  

M03 Spindle start (forward CW)  

M04 Spindle start (reverse CCW)  

M05 Spindle stop  

M06 Tool change  

M08 Coolant on  

M09 Coolant off 

M10 Chuck - clamping  

M11 Chuck - unclamping  

M12 Tailstock spindle out  

M13 Tailstock spindle in  

M17 Tool post rotation normal  

M18 Tool post rotation reverse  

M30 End of tape and rewind or main program end  

M98 Transfer to subprogram  

M99 End of subprogram  

Note : On some machines and controls, some may be differ. 
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Tape Programming Format  
Both EIA and ISO use three types of formats for compiling of NC data into suitable blocks of 

information with slight difference.  

Word Address Format  
This type of tape format uses alphabets called address, identifying the function of numerical data 

followed. This format is used by most of the NC machines, also called variable block format. A 

typical instruction block will be as below:  

N20 G00 X1.200 Y.100 F325 S1000 T03 M09 <EOB>  

or  

N20 G00 X1.200 Y.100 F325 S1000 T03 M09;  

The MCU uses this alphabet for addressing a memory location in it.  

Tab Sequential Format  
Here the alphabets are replaced by a Tab code, which is inserted between two words. The MCU 

reads the first Tab and stores the data in the first location then the second word is recognized by 

reading the record Tab. A typical Tab sequential instruction block will be as below:  

>20 >00 >1.200 >.100 >325 >1000 >03 >09  

Fixed Block Format  

In fixed block format no letter address of Tab code are used and none of words can be omitted. 

The main advantage of this format is that the whole instruction block can be read at the same 

instant, instead of reading character by character. This format can only be used for positioning 

work only. A typical fixed block instruction block will be as below:  

20 00 1.200 .100 325 1000 03 09 <EOB>  

 

Machine Tool Zero Point Setting  
The machine zero point can be set by two methods by the operator, manually by a programmed 

absolute zero shift, or by work coordinates, to suit the holding fixture or the part to be machined.  

Manual Setting  

The operator can use the MCU controls to locate the spindle over the desired part zero and then 

set the X and Y coordinate registers on the console to zero. 

 

Absolute Zero Shift  

The absolute zero shift can change the position of the coordinate system by a command in the CNC 

program. The programmer first sends the machine spindle to home zero position by a command in 

the program. Then another command tells the MCU how far from the home zero location, the 

coordinate system origin is to be positioned. 
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R = Reference point (maximum travel of machine)  

W = Part zero point workpice coordinate system  

M = Machine zero point (X0, Y0, Z0) of machine coordinate system  
The sample commands may be as follows:  

N1 G28 X0 Y0 Z0 (sends spindle to home zero position or Return to reference point).  

N2 G92 X3.000 Y4.000 Z5.000 (the position the machine will reference as part zero or programmed zero 

shift). 
 

Coordinate Word  

A coordinate word specifies the target point of the tool movement or the distance to be moved. 

The word is composed of the address of the axis to be moved and the value and direction of the 

movement.  

Example  

X150 Y-250 represents the movement to (150,  250). Whether the dimensions are absolute or 

incremental will have to be defined previously using G-Codes. 

 

Parameter for Circular Interpolation  

These parameters specify the distance measured from the start point of the arc to the center. 

Numerals following I, J and K are the X, Y and Z components of the distance respectively. 

 

Spindle Function  

The spindle speed is commanded under an S address and is always in revolution per minute. It can 

be calculated by the following formula:  

 Spindle Speed = (Surface cutting speed in m/min × 1000 Spindle Speed) /(π × Cutter Diameter in 

mm) 

 

Eg.S1000 represents a spindle speed of 1000 rpm. 

 

Feed Function  

The feed is programmed under an F address except for rapid traverse. The unit may be in mm per 

minute or in mm per revolution. The unit of the federate has to be defined at the beginning of the 

programme. The feed rate can be calculated by the following formula:  

Chip Load Feet Rate = (Chip Load)/(Tooth × No. of tooth Spindle speed ) 

Example  
F100 represents a feed rate of 100 mm/min. 

 

Work Settings and Offsets  

All NC machine tools require some form of work setting, tool setting, and offsets to place the 

cutter and work in the proper relationship. Compensation allows the programmer to make 

adjustments for unexpected tooling and setup conditions. A retraction point in the Z-axis to which 

the end of the cutter retracts above the work surface to allow safe table movement in the X-Y axes. 

It is often called the rapid-traverse distance, retract or work plane. Some manufacturers build a 

workpiece height distance into the MCU (machine control unit) and whenever the feed motion in 

the Z-axis will automatically be added to the depth programmed.  

 

When setting up cutting tools, the operator generally places a tool on top of the highest surface of 

the work piece. Each tool is lowered until it just touches the workpiece surface and then its length 

is recorded on the tool list. Once the work piece has been set, it is not generally necessary to add 

any future depth dimensions since most MCU do this automatically. 
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Rapid Positioning  
This is to command the cutter to move from the existing point to the target point at the fastest 

speed of the machine 

                                     
 

Linear Interpolation  
This is to command the cutter to move from the existing point to the target point along a straight 

line at the speed designated by the F address. 
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Circular Interpolation  

This is to command the cutter to move from the existing point to the target point along a circular 

arc in clockwise direction or counter clockwise direction. The parameters of the center of the 

circular arc is designated by I, J and K addresses. I is the distance along the X-axis, J along the Y, 

and K along the Z. This parameter is defined as the vector from the starting point to the center of 

the arc. 
                                           

                                             
 

Circular Interpolation  
In NC machining, if the cutter axis is moving along the programmed path, the dimension of the 

workpiece obtained will be incorrect since the diameter of the cutter has not be taken in to account. 

What the system requires are the programmed path, the cutter diameter and the position of the 

cutter with reference to the contour. The cutter diameter is not included in the programme. It has 

to be input to the NC system in the tool setting process. 
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PART PROGRAM FOR LATHE OPERATION 
                                                

The CNC lathe operation such as simple facing, turning, taper turning, thread, boring, parting off 

etc. The X-axis and Z-axis are taken as the direction of transverse motion of the tool post and the 

axis of the spindle respectively. To prepare part programs using G-codes and M-codes. The 

following examples illustrated the part program for different components. 
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PART PROGRAM FOR MACHINING CENTRES (MILLING)- 

The CNC milling machine, the motion is possible in three axes, X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis. The 

movement of Z-axis is taken as positive when tool moves away from the job or vice versa. 

 
 

FIXED CYCLE/CANNED CYCLE- 

Machining holes is probably the most common operation, mainly done on CNC milling machines 

and machining centers. Even in the industries traditionally known for their complex parts, such as 

aircraft and aerospace components manufacturing, electronics, instrumentation, optical or mold 

making industries, machining holes is a vital part of the manufacturing process.  

 

Machining on simple hole may require only one tool but a precise and complex hole may require 

several tools to be completed. Number of holes required for a given job is important for selection 

of proper programming approach. In the majority of programming applications, hole operations 

offer a great number of similarities from one job to another.  

 

Hole machining is a reasonably predictable is an ideal subject to be handled very efficiently by a 

computer. Several advance technique are used such that a sequence can be programmed just once 

and given an identity so that it can be called back into the main programme as and when required. 

These sequences are referred to in a number of ways like cycle, subroutines and loops, etc.  

 

A fixed cycle is a combination of machine moves resulting in a particular machining function such 

as drilling, milling, boring and tapping. By programming one cycle code number, as many as 

distinct movements may occur. These movements would take blocks of programme made without 

using Fixed or Canned cycles. The corresponding instructions of a fixed cycle are already stored 

in the system memory.  
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The advantages of writing a part programme with these structures are :  

(a) Reduced lengths of part programme.  

(b) Less time required developing the programme.  

(c) Easy to locate the fault in the part programme.  

(d) No need to write the same instructions again and again in the programme.  

(e) Less memory required in the control unit.  

The following examples are some basic and fixed cycle codes available with a number of 

machines, assigned by EIA. 

 

Example  
01 (G81 Drilling Cycle) (All dimensions are in mm).  

R00 – Dwell time at the starting point for chip removal.  

R02 – Reference plane absolute with sign.  

R03 – Final depth of hole absolute with sign.  

R04 – Dwell time at the bottom of drilled hole for chip breaking.  

R10 – Retract plane without sign.  

R11 – Drilling axis number 1 to 3.  

% 400; 
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SUBROUTINE 

A subroutine is a portion of a programme, complete in itself, which is stored in computer after 

programming once. It is called with required data when required again in a programme. 

 

DO-LOOPS- 

In a few jobs some portion of the programme needs to be repeated, which do not fit into 

standardized category. Some of the non-standardized cycles are Do-loops and Subroutines. Do-

loop is a number of operations repeated over a number of equal steps for a previously fixed number 

of times.  

Do-loops always are implemented on incremental mode because each previous position becomes 

reference for next iteration. Do-loop is actually jumping back to an already written initial portion 

of the program for the number of times a loop count. 
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